Stolen R6 Motorcycle
Reunited with Owner
Within 4 Hours
Automatrics dispatched a radio finder
and a speedy recovery was achieved
despite the R6 being hidden down a
rather scary and unlit alleyway, parked
outside a restricted access sub station.

An Automatrics protected Yamaha
YZF R6 Motorcycle was recovered
undamaged within four hours.
On the 1st April 2014 Automatrics 24/7
received a call at 6PM from an anxious
owner reporting his bike had been stolen from Kings Cross in London. All that
remained was the heavy duty security
chain, cut through with a grinder.

Radio signal finders, where required,
can use a hand-held radio direction
receiver to home in on the Automatrics
MTrack audibly silent secret RF Radio
Frequency.
The Automatrics MTrack Stolen Vehicle
tracking system is the preferred choice
for many bike owners as it is especially
suited to the higher protection needs
of motorcycles and scooters.
This unique tracking system has self
powered or vehicle powered options.

The owner had only purchased his
new R6 a week earlier having recently
transferred his Automatrics MTrack theft
recovery device from his old bike.
In this instance the owner chose not to
arm the Automatrics tracking units inbuilt
motion sensor with his remote control.
Had he armed the unit it would have
alarmed in immediately and the owner
would have been contacted. Instead an
alarm message was sent to connect to
the device on its wake cycle.
The system soon reported a search area
indicating the bike was within a few miles
of the theft site.

The finders who recovered the bike, did
such a great job locating and wheeling it
to safety. They remained on site with the
R6 to protected it until the owner arrived
to safely ride it home.
The owner was extremely happy to see
the safe return of his bike without any
major damage, the only obvious problem
being a broken steering lock.
It would have been great had the police
been able to use their rather tasty fast
response machine photoed above. This
similar police model was snapped at a
recent BikeSafe event that Automatrics
Sponsored.

The advanced three layer location
technology enables any vehicle to be
tracked and recovered even in the
most challenging environments. Such
as underground car parks, in the back
of a van or inside a shipping container.
This remarkably quick find, returning a
Yamaha R6 back to it’s rightful owner
without any police involvement in less
than 4 hours, further demonstrates why
Automatrics’ could reasonably claim to
provide:
The Ultimate Theft Recovery Service.
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